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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 
ATMOSPHERIC ENVIRONMENT FOR SPACE SHUTTLE (STS-11) LAUNCH 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This report presents an evaluation of the atmospheric environmental data taken 
during the launch of the Space ShuttleISTS-11 vehicle. This Space Shuttle vehicle 
was launched from Pad 39A at Kennedy Space Center (KSC), Florida, on a bearing of 
89 deg east of north at 1300 UT (0800 EST) on FeSruary 3, 1984. 
This report presents a summary of the atmospheric environment at launch time 
(L+O) of the STS-11, together with the sequence of prelaunch Jimsphere measured 
winds aloft profiles from L-14 h r  through liftoff. The general weather situation for 
the launch and flight area is described, and surface and upper level windlthermo- 
dynamic observations near launch time are given. Surface and upper level wind1 
thermodynamic parameter estimates are also presented for the SR': descentlimpact 
analyses. 
I 
Previous MSFC-related launch vehicle atmospheric environmental conditions have 
been published as Appendix A of individual MSFC Saturn Flight Evaluation Working 
Group reports [ 11. Office memorandums have been issued for previous flights giving 
launch pad wind information. A report has also been published [ 2 ]  which summarizes 
most launch atmospheric conditions observed for the past 155 MSFC IABMA-related 
vehicle launches through SA-208 (Skylab 4).  Reports summarizing ASTP and STS-1 ! 
through STS-9 launch conditions are presented in References 3 through 12, respec- i 
tively . 
1 
11. SOURCES OF DATA 
Atmospheric observational data used in this report were taken from sy2optic 
maps made by the National Weather Service, plus all available surface observations 
and measurements from around the launch area': Upper air observations were taken 
from balloon-released instruments sent aloft from Cape Canaveral Air Force Station 
(CCAFS). High-altitude winds and thermodynamic data were measured by the Super- 
Loki rocketsondes launched from the CCAFS. Table 1 presents a listing of systems 
used to obtain the upper level wind profiles used in compiling the final ascent 
meteorological data tape. The L-0 rawinsonde and Super-Loki rocket data were used 
in the upper level atmospheric regions for the construction of the final SRB impact1 
descent meteorological data tape. Data cutoff altitudes are also given in Table 1. 
111. GBNERAL SYNOPTIC SITUATION AT LAUNCH TIME 
A cold front, extending out of a low pressure area over eastern Lake Superior 
and passing through central Tennessee, eastern Louisiana and into the Gulf of Mexico, 
was situated west of KSC prior to STS-11 launch. The influence of high pressure 
over eastern Florida was starting to weaken as this front approached. Moderate 
temperatures and light surface wind conditions prevailed as  launchtime grew closer. 
Figure 1 presents the surface map conditions 1 h r  before STS-11 launch. Figure 2 
presents the winds aloft conditions at the 500 mb pressure level 1 h r  before launch. 
Moderate westerly winds prevailed aloft over KSC at this pressure level. 
From 1735 UT on February 2 ,  1984, through launch, an area of instability that 
produced rainshowers extended just off and parallel to the eastern coast line of 
Florida over the Atlantic Ocean. Between 0049 and 0422 UT on February 3, 1984, 
rainshower activity occurred at KSC and was reported at  Shuttle runway site X68. 
This left most inland KSC areas slightly cooler and with greater atmospheric moisture 
than most coastal sites. This was evidenced throughout the later countdown period 
from observations taken at KSC1s AF Wind Tower system sites. 
At launch time, the ground fog was starting to clear as visibility improved to 
4 miles. The fog was relatively shallow as rooftop visibility was 10 miles. At launch 
time cloudiness amounting to 3/10 of the total sky cover was mainly located to the 
east and south of Pad 39A as shown in Figure 3. Figure 3 presents the GOES-5 
infrared southeast U.S. cloud picture taken at launch time (1300 UT). The scattered 
cloud conditions at L-0 consisted of 2/10 cumulus at 2500 ft  , 1/10 stratocumulus at 
4500 f t ,  and <I110 cirrus at 25,000 ft .  Figure 4 shows an up-close visible shot of :he 
central Florida peninsula as  recorded by GOES-5, taken at 1300 UT. 
IV. SURFACE OBSERVATIONS AT LAUNCH TIME 
Surface observations at launch time for selected KSC locations are given in 
Table 2. Included are pad 39A, shuttle runway, and CCAFS balloon release station 
observations. Neither precipitation nor lightning was observed at launch time. 
Table 3 presents PAD 39A wind data along with other standard hourly meteoro- 
logical measurements and sky observations for the 6-hr period prior to launch of 
STS-11. Values for wind speed and direction are given for the 18 m (60 ft)  pad 
light pole level. Wind values from the 295 ft  level off AF Wind Tower No. 313 were 
substituted for the Pad 275 ft FSS level winds, due to the FSS wind instrumentation 
not operating. 
V.  UPPER AIR MEASUREMENTS DURING LAUNCH 
The FPS-16 Jimsphere (1320 UT), MSS Rawinsonde (1305 UT), Super-Loki 
Rocketsonde (1500 UT) , and Super-Loki Robin (1734 UT) systems were used to 
measl-re the upper level wind and thermodynamic parameters for STS-11 launch. At 
altitudes above the rocket-measured data, the Global Reference Atmosphere (GRA) 
[13] parameters for February KSC conditions were used. A tabul~tion of the STS-11 
final meteorological data for ascent is presented in Table 4 which lists the wind and 
thermodynamic parameters versus altitude. A brief summary of parameters is given 
in the following paragraphs. 
A. Wind Speed 
A t  launch time, wind speeds were calm (0 ftlsec) at 60 ft and increased to a 
maximum of 143 Rlsec (85 kn) blowing from 288 deg. This maximum occurred at an 
altitude of 38,200 ft (11,643 m). The winds decreased above this level as shown in 
Figure 5. The overall maximum measured speed was 280 ft Isec ( 166 kn) at 234,000 ft  
(71,323 m) altitude. 
B . Wind Direction 
At launch time, the 60-ft wind direction was calm. Light low level winds were 
from the southeast and shifted through the south to a westerly component above 
12,000 ft (3658 m). Winds remained in the winten westerly regime throughout most of 
the upper troposphere, the stratosphere and lower mesosphere to 250,000 ft (76,200 
m ) .  Figure 5 shows the complete wind direction versus altitude profile. A s  shown in 
Figure 5, wind direction became quite variable at altitudes with low wind speeds. 
C . Prelaunch /Launch Wind Profiles 
Prela~~nch/launch wind profi1c;s presented in Figures 6 through 9 were measured 
by the Jimsphere FPS-16 system. Data are shown for the L-13 h r ,  L-7.25 h r ,  L-3.5, 
and L+O measurement periods. 
The wind speed and direction profiles for the 13-hr period prior to and includ- 
ing L+O are shown in Figures 6 and 7. The in-plane and out-of-plane profiles are 
given on Figures 8 and 9. Significant differences between the February mean values 
and the measured values in the 30,000 to 50,000 ft layer were found on!y in the 
L-3.5 h r  data set. This is seen on Figure 9 at approximately 36,000 ft altitude where 
the peak left crosswind profile value increased froin 25 ft per second at L-7.25 hr to 
85 ft per second at L-3.5 hr  due to a shift to a more northerly wind direction. How- 
ever, at L-0 the left crosswind had decreased to approximately 45 ft per second. 
Although the value of 85 ft per second nearly equaled the February 95 percent value, 
there were no calculated vehicle load exceedances produced by the wind rlata pre- 
sented in Figures 6 through 9. The prelaunch weather conditions are discussed in 
more detail in Section 111. 
D . Thermodynamic Data 
The thermodyriamic data taken at STS-11 launch time, consisting of atmospheric 
temperature, dew-point temperature, pressure, and density have been compiled as the 
STS-11 ascent meteorological data and are presented in Table 4. The associated 
thermodynamic data taken in support of the SRB descent have also been assembled as 
the STS-11 SRB descentlimpact meteorological data and are presented in Table 5. 
- 'he vertical structure of temperature for the STS-11 ascent and for the SRB descent 
is shown graphically versus altitude in Figure 10. 
The atmospheric thermodynamic parametera of temperature, pressure, and 
density, measured during STS-li iaunch below 130,000 ft (39,624 m) were all within 
5 percent of their respective PRA-63 [ 141 annual values. All these parameters stayed 
within 18 percznt of their respective PRA-63 values, at all levels of measurement. 
E. SRB Upper A i r  and Surface Measurements 
A s  has been mentioned in earlier paragraphs, an SRB descent meteorological 
data tape has also been constructed which consists of data taken from the Omegasonde- 
Rawinsonde system (1355 UT) aboard the USNS Redstone, which was stationed off the 
coast in the Atlantic Ocean. The CCAFS measured Super-Loki rocketsonde data and 
the GRA model data were used at altittde levels above the measured Omegasonde data. 
The tabular values for the SRB descent meteorological tape are presented in Table 5, 
with wind speed and direction profiles presented in Figure 11. Figure 10 gives the 
vertical temperature profile. 
The surface-ship meteorological and oceanographic observations taken close to 
STS-11 SRB impact are presented in Table 6. 
VI. ATMOSPHERIC SUMMARY CONDITIONS FOR STS LAUNCHES 
Given in Table 7 are selected atmospheric L+O launch conditions for all the 
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Figure 1. Surface synaptic chart 1 hr lx4ore ll~unch of STS-11. 
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Figure 2. 500 rnb map 1 hr prior to launch of STS- 11. 
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Figure 5.  Scalar wind speed and direction at launch time of STS-11. 
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Figure 10. STS-11 temperature profiles versus altitude for launch (left) 
and SRB descent (right). 
Figure 11. STS-11 scalar wind 
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